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QUESTION 1

Select three ways to deactivate credit checking on an order. (Choose three) 

A. Disable the credit checking defaulting rule. 

B. Disable the credit checking flag at the operating-unit level 

C. Disable the Credit Card Security Code system parameter 

D. Use an order type that does not have an assigned credit rule 

E. Use payment terms for which the Credit check box is not selected 

F. Define the customer profile so that the Credit check box is not selected 

Correct Answer: DEF 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify three steps to perform after defining a Flexfield structure, but before entering values. (Choose three) 

A. Select the "Freeze Flexfield definition" check box. 

B. Click the compile button to build the Flexfield structure. 

C. Save your changes before freezing the flex field definition. 

D. Submit a concurrent request to build the flex field structure. 

E. Do not save your changes before freezing the flexfield definition. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

ABC Corp uses Oracle E-Business suite Release 12 and wants to design an order status web inquiry screen to make
order status visible to its customers online 

How can ABC Corp ensure that customers view only their individual order status? 

A. By securing attributes for each customer 

B. By excluding attributes for individual customers 

C. By assigning a separate attribute value for INTERNAL_CONTACT_ID 

D. By assigning a same attribute value for CUSTOMER_CONTACT_ID 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

ACME wants to update some order line attributes depending on the values of some order header attributes based on
certain order line-level conditions (for example, items). The order has four lines, two of which satisfy the above criteria. 

Which two features of OM meet the requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Cascading Attributes 

B. Mass Change Multi-Select 

C. Standard line-level workflow 

D. Standard update attribute API 

E. Standard header-level workflow 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

When entering sales orders for Big City Electronics, the customer service representative wants the system to always
prepopulate the Chicago warehouse as the ship from the warehouse on the sales order header and lines. Big City
Electronics always gets its products shipped from this warehouse. No other customers are allowed to get their products
from the Chicago warehouse. 

Which two configuration steps can be performed to meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Start the Workflow Background engine. 

B. Set the defaulting profile option at the site level. 

C. Set up a defaulting rule so that the Chicago warehouse is defaulted to all order headers and lines regardless of the
customer. 

D. Set up a defaulting rule so that the customer\\'s preferred warehouse as specified on the customer record is
defaulted to the sales order header. 

E. Set up a defaulting rule so that every time an order is entered for Big City Electronics, the Chicago warehouse will be
defaulted to the order header. 

F. Set up a defaulting rule so that every time an order line is entered for Big City Electronics, the Chicago warehouse
will be defaulted to the order line from the order header. 

Correct Answer: EF 

 

QUESTION 6

The implementation team of a small distribution company wants to set up the order entry process quickly. 

Which three required setups are needed to enter a customer order? (Choose three) 
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A. Sales channels 

B. Defaulting rules 

C. Shipment priority 

D. At least one price list 

E. OM Transaction types 

F. Item Validation Organization 

G. Processing Constraints 

Correct Answer: DEF 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify three features of a Balancing Entity. (Choose three) 

A. Balance sheets are prepared for a Balancing Entity 

B. A Legal Entity may comprise one or more than one balancing segments. 

C. Multiple Balancing Entities within the same Operating Unit structure is not supported 

D. A Balancing Entity is represented as a balancing segment value in the accounting Flexfield structure. 

E. Oracle E-Business Suit Release 12 automatically source balancing segment value with in your chart of accounts with
specific Legal Entities or Operating Units. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 8

Select three valid values for action when defining ship confirm rules. (Choose three) 

A. Cancel all 

B. Delete all 

C. Backorder all 

D. Cycle count all 

E. Ship entered quantities 

F. Stage entered quantities 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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QUESTION 9

The shipping clerk is trying to ship confirm an order that has five lines, and all the line statuses are in Staged/Pick
Confirmed. The delivery record is missing the delivery tab in the ship confirm form. 

What could be the possible reason and resolution? 

A. One of the delivery lines has a shipping exception. Resolve the shipping exception. 

B. The shipping clerk does not have the shipping privilege. Enable shipping privilege for the user. 

C. Unassign delivery from all the lines and autocreate delivery from the shipping transaction form. 

D. The delivery number is missing on the delivery lines. Auto-create delivery from the pick release form. 

E. The delivery number is missing on the delivery lines. Auto-create delivery from the shipping transaction form. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three statements are true about delivery lines? (Choose three.) 

A. Delivery lines are assigned to trips. 

B. Delivery lines can be unassigned from deliveries. 

C. A delivery line is required for all outbound shipments. 

D. Delivery lines can be assigned to the same delivery across organizations. 

E. Delivery lines cannot be unassigned after they have a delivery number created. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 11

In which two business scenarios would a seller elect to use Back-to-Back order processing? (Choose two.) 

A. The customer orders products from your company, and you in turn reassign the order to another inventory
organization within your company to fulfill the order. 

B. The customer orders products from your company, but you do not typically manufacture or stock the items. 

C. The customer orders products from your company and you in turn place the order with a third-party supplier. The
third-party supplier ships the products directly to your customer. 

D. The customer orders products from your company and you in turn place the order with a third-party supplier. The
third-party supplier ships the products to you then you reship them to the customer. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 12

Mary wants to perform the Pick Release process for delivery lines that have been booked. Which three options are valid
approaches for her to use? (Choose three.) 

A. Run the Auto Allocate process. 

B. Run the Pick Slip Grouping process. 

C. Use the standard Report Submission process (SRS). 

D. Execute Online from the Release Sales Order window 

E. Run a concurrent program from the Release Sales Order window 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 13

Which option identifies the requirements to ship confirm a sales order line? 

A. The item attribute is shippable and Shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

B. The item attribute is shippable, the Line status is Picked and Shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

C. The item attribute is shippable, the Line status is Booked, and Shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

D. The item attribute is shippable, the Line status is Entered, and Shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

E. The item attribute is shippable, the line status is Shipped, and shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

F. The item attribute is shippable, the line status is Awaiting Shipping, and shipping is an activity in the lines workflow. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Exhibit 
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View the exhibit while entering a journal in Journal form, you enter a code combination of 

29.402.4519.2103.240 in the five-segment Accounting Flexfield. However you are unable to proceed after entering this
account combination. 

What could be problem in the structure definition of accounting Flexfield? 

A. The "Freeze Rollup Groups" check box is selected 

B. The "Allow Dynamic Inserts" check box is deselected 

C. The "Freeze Flexfield definition" check box is selected 

D. The "Cross Validate Segment" check box is selected 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

When setting up order transaction types, which is the first setup step required? 

A. Create the order transaction type 

B. Create a document sequence for orders 

C. Create the line transaction type for order lines. 

D. Create the line transactions type for return lines. 
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E. Assign line flows to the order transaction type 

F. Assign the order transaction type to the document sequence. 

Correct Answer: C 

Before you can setup the \\'order\\' level transaction types, you must first setup the \\'line\\' level transaction 

types. 

This is because when you setup the order level, you assign the line level flows. 
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